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Introduction Cont:

The discussions clarified a number of priorities aswell as areas which

required further discussion or research.

The priorities agreed were

that :

*

the courses must generate money,

*

one or two target groups able to pay for the courses; and

*

one or two groups with limited resources,

Target groups agreed were:
*

local authority departments,

*

employers - high street stores etc.,

*

disabled people in general

Groups not to be included were the medical profession and big charities.
The target issues agreed were;
1)

the social and medical model of disability,

2)

attitudes - discrimination,

3)

disabled peoples groups,

4)

the parallels between the discrimination of disabled people
and that of other oppressed groups; e.g. women, ethnic minorities
etc.

5)

segregation.

The meeting also made a number of important decisions in relation to
organisational matters. It was suggested that we use outside trainers for
the techniques of training, than develop our own training course. The
training course would be for a group of between 12 and 15 disabled people
with no commitment to becoming trainers. Research into who trains the
trainers was seen as a priority.

•|

It was thought appropriate that the training project should initially
start as part of the Coalition. Enquiries were to be made, however,
about forming a co-operative organisation of trainers.

Sources of funding were to be investigated which included the necessary
funding for a full-time worker.

The meeting also discussed issues around training materials and equipment,

a charging struture for courses, the payment of trainers, and the relation
ship of pay to benefits.

In addition,drafts for two courses were put together - one aimed at
employers the other for disabled people attending day centres.
All in all the weekend clarified many issues, produced some decisions, and

identified priority areas for further research.

All present, however.agreed

that the task was larger than realised - and it was this realisation which
Cont/...
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influenced the subsequent application to the Disability Employment
Training Action Fund (DETAF).
THE RESEARCH PROJECT.

Following the successful application to D.E.T.A.F.

(£1000 was granted

to cover pay and expenses for !£©• part-time workers) the intention was
to commence the project in Autumn 1988 for completion by Christmas of
that year. In the event only one of the two required workers was appointed.
A decision was then taken that this worker should proceed with some aspects

of the research proposal whilst the process of re-advertising, interviews
and so on progressed, This resulted in there being very little overlap in
the employment periods of the of-the two workers - one starting in November
1988 the other in January 1989. It also resulted in a division of labour
in which each worker concentrated on seperate issue areas.

The main tasks as outlined in the Job Discription were as follows.
<V

*

Investigate various options for traing potential trainers for
disability awareness courses.

*

Research material currently used in disability awareness
training and evaluate its usefulness.

*

Search for new materials which could be used for disability
awareness courses (e.g. videos, written material, tape record
ings) and evaluate its usefulness.

*

Make proposals for a small number of possible course structures.

*

Investigate and report on various methods of employing
disability awareness trainers, e.g. workers co-op, G.M.C.D.P.
employees etc.

*

To ensure that the research takes account of the discrimination

faced by women, black people, lesbians and gay men, as well as
that faced by disabled people.
METHODS.

A lot of use was made of the telephone, building up a network of contacts

from initial key contacts. Given the constraints on travel, time implica
tions and the problems posed by typewriters for one researcher this approach
was the most appropriate. It did have certain drawbacks however. Some
contacts were probably caught at a 'bad moment', others were wary about our

intentions,and some said things they would probably have not put in writing!
Moreover this approach is not the most appropriate for recording information
accurately.

With a few exceptions contacts were generous in giving time to discuss
issues and in passing on information.

Cont/..,

METHODS CONT/.

Regular visits were made to libraries searching for information relevant
to the issues being explored, and for material to form the basis of an

education/training resource facility.
The mid section of the project involved a lot of reading and video
watching, with the object of clarifying issues, and evaluating the useful
ness of the material gathered for education and training purposes. The
beginnings have also been made towards establishing a system for categor
izing the materials collected according to issue areas.

A series of project meeting have been held throughout the period for
reporting on progress, discussing problems, sharing ideas and so on.

It

should be noted also that a further commitment for the project members has
required extensive reading of D.A.T. related reports, articles etc.

Some Historical Background'of DAT.

During the 1970's whilst disabled people struggled for and gained an
increasing number of opportunities to publicly talk about issues of

disability it still remained that the 'centre stage' was dominated by
able-bodied experts' of one kind or another.

On the occasionswhen

opportunities to speak were acheived the events were usually linked
to campaigns on specific issues such as promoting alternatives to
residential institutions and pressing for a system of integrated
education.

Then, in 1981, came the International Year of Disabled People when,
the intended tokenism of letting disabled people have their say, was
purposefully taken advantage of by disabled people. But there were
broadly two different approaches.

One response to such opportunities (and the one encouraged by the
organisers of I.Y.D.P.) was a preoccupation with changing the attitudes
of able-bodied people in general towards disabled people. The idea here

being that if people were not so ignorant (i.e. if- they were made aware)
of the problems and needs of disabled people then change would follow.

The contrasting and considered response which came from some organisations
of disabled people was to further develope the campaigning on specific
issues approach. The issues now, however, were to focus primarily on the
development of organisations of disabled people, e.g. Coalitions, CIL's
and B.C.O.D.P. Moreover in doing this the I.Y.D.P. principles of full
participation, equality of opportunity and integration were used in ways
not originally envisaged by the organisers, that is, to challenge ablebodied control of disability organisations and the domination of service

provision by the professions. The 'ttsSai-' 'enthusiasm' of institutions,
agencies and organisations in providing the means for disabled people to
attend meetings provided the opportunity also for targetting these issues
towards the most relevant group.

Elements of both these approaches (i.e. changing the attitudes of able-bodied

people and the concentration on issues and involvement of disabled people)
influenced the form and nature of the subsequent development of Disability
Awareness Courses, but the former approach remained dominent. In a recent

article called"Disability an Education for Everyone** Wry Cross ( a long
term member of • People with Disabilities Liberation Network') claims to

have pioneered Disability Awareness Courses,in this Country,in 1982.
(See M. Cross 1988). Shortly afterwards other members of the Liberation
Network became involved also and appear to have had a significant influence

on the early development of Disability Awareness Education and"training
particularly in the South of England.

But for some time to come DAT was

still very much a part-time affair for most trainers.

Since 1985, however, there appears to have been two major trends influencing
the growth and nature of Disability Awareness courses. First is the growth
of political ideas and policies relating to equal opportunities. Increasingly
Local authorities (particularly those controlled by the Labour Party) and
Voluntary organisations have adopted policies intended, for example, to open
up job opportunities and impBrve services for groups of people previously
discrimated against. In turn this led to the belift that policies would
be more effective if backed up by an appropriate training programme. The
recent growth of DAT in London or DET as it is now known stems largely
from policies relating to equal opportunities.
Cont/...

Historical Background•of'DAT•continued.

Second is the trend of market relashionships which has led to the growth
of a limited area of employment for disabled people as trainers.
It has
also influenced the direction of education and training towards agencies
and groups with the ability to pay.
The situation at present is that whilst the majority of trainers are
themselves disabled the vast majority of those being trained are not.

\

THE TERMINOLOGY DEBATE.

AWARENESS.

In general the use of the term awareness has two distinct

yet connected components.

On the one hand it is used in the sense of

informing people about disability through passing on information,
discussing issues, relating ideas and so on. On the other hand it is
used to refer to the process whereby people become aware of their own

feeling's and attitudes towards disability. The belief being here that
the feelings and attitudes of able-bodied people have been shaped and
informed by myths and misconceptions. The purpose of awareness education

and training therefore is to replace these myths and misconceptions with
factual information and knowledge which is consistent with the realitv
of disability.
y

EQUALITY. Some of the major organisations involved in training now
prefer to use the term equality rather than awareness. There appears

to be a number of reasons for this. Firstly a major purpose of training
l**Z t g2't ?±thin M or9anisation, the behaviour, practices and policies
which have hitherto denied disabled people equal opportunities in employ
ment and services. Equality therefore immediately refers participants in
a training course to political objectives - and practical outcomes which,
it is thought, focusing on awareness is unlikely to do.

Moreover it is believed that by connecting the terms disability and
awareness this creates false expectations and confusion in the minds of

participants who are expecting to be made aware of problems relating more
to various physical conditions rather than social conditions and political

ideas. Linda Laurievfreelance equality trainer, gave this explanation for
the change of terminology in a recent article. "I talk about equality -

ona^h^9^ather
awareness
because
emphasis is
on what it means t5BnJI"5,£1£ty
to disabled people
to wanttraining
and demand
equalmyopportunities,
and not what it is to have adisability.!' (1) From thisWe ?t is
apparent that the problem doesn't simply reside with the terms awareness
but
perhaps moreso with the use of disability to refer explicitly and solely
to a physical condition.
»«j-«M.y
The term equality is not without its own problems, however, which may also
meanings associated with the term equality. Both these meanings are deeply
rooted in our culture and are associated with political beliefs about
society and social change w'ich differ significantly, m one sense equality

result in false expectations. What needs recognising here are two different

is understood as a process of continual equalization. This means that

fr8^^0!/631?1
°l P°Wer'
inherltedalso
or from
newlythfeviewpoint
created, needistothat
be removed
or significantly reduced.
Of importance
a
*S ? i*^11!? Sh°Uld be ,liV^d'' ttat is' in Personal living standards
arl. "iationshipS Wlth others^ Fr™ this perspective clear contradictions
S «An VXamPi?'vW?en e9ualitv trainers receive,* the "rate for the job"
of £200 a day which is far in excess of the weekly average income of
disabled people in general.

Not inconsistent with the above rate for the job principle, however, is the
approach to equality usually referred to as equality of opportunity. This

sense usually refers to equality in relation to initial conditions e.g. as
with legal rights, educational and job opportunities. The emphasis here is

concerned both with the removal of certain privileges aswell as addressing
the prejudice and discrimination, which, for certain groups in society

restricts access, choice, advancement and so on in areas such as education and
employment.

When equal opportunities are acheived in initial conditions then subsequent
inequalities are usually seen as inevitable or right as, for example, when
'achievement' leads to social mobility. This has led to the critical
observation that beyond gaining equality at the 'starting gate' what is

actually being promoted (and what is usually overlooked) is 'equal opport
unities to become unequal', (see Williams 1984). The implication of this
critical view is that whilst equal opportunities does challenge discrim
ination and prejudice it is nevertheless complementary to competitive
individualism - being concerned primarily with increasing and rearranging the
competitors. This view has important implications for the social model of
disability in which the historical exclusion of disabled people from work
is central. In brief, the necessity of changing the way work is organised
needs to connect those issues concerned with opportunities to work with
issues which challenge the values (e.g. competition) of work.
The attractions of using the term equality are hardly surprising however

given the extent of the exclusion of disabled people f€irm mainstream jobs,
services and facilities. It is probable*however*that equality will run into
the same problems as awareness in creating false expectations and confusion

unless both the potential and limitations of leading with this demand are
clarified. Moreover the use o'rvequality needs to be defined by disabled
people and related to the politics of disability (targetting as it should
the nature and extent of our exclusion) rather than being directed by
notions of equality stemming from able-bodied politics.

Ken Davies and Bernard Leach have both written articles which look at equal

opportunities from the viewpoint of the disabled peoples' movement, and in
doing so they address some of the issues raised above.

These articles are

available from G.M.C.D.P. and are included in the 'publications referred to'
section of the report.
DISABILITY.

This is probably the most muddled term of all three. However, the intention
here is not to repeat the kind of debate over terminology which is presently

occuring in 'Coalition News", but rafter to clarify some of the problems
which have arisen around the term disability in DAT and DET courses.

The most predominant use of the term disability in Awareness courses stems
from the phrase 'people with disabilities'. In this sense disabilities

replacesVfmpairments primarily because it is thought to have less negative
connotations. It does nevertheless still refer to the range of physical
conditions which have been medically defined as deviating from what is

•normal'.

Seen from G.M.C.D.P.'s viewpoint, therefore, what is actually

being presented in many courses is 'Impairment Awareness Training' or

•Impairment Equality Training'.

In the early days of Awareness Courses in

which discussion and inforaration relating to disabilities (impairments)
was a more common occurance then this sense of the term probably had more

purpose. The situation now, however, is that freelance equality trainers
in particularly don't want to talk about disabilities but about discrimination
and equal opportunities.

Cont/....

Disability Cont/
So the term disability appears to be a distraction from, aswell as detached
from social and political issues when the purpose is to make necessary and
meaningful connections.
Other problems are related to the absense of a clear definition of this
sense of disability. This has led to the situation of some DAT courses

drifting towards, or being manoeuvred into an understanding of disability
which derives from a medical/administrative model of disability. This model
(stemming from the World Health Organisation (WHO)) provides a "catch-all"
definition of disability which includes 'people with learning disabilities*
(other terms used are mentally handicapped and people with learning difficult
ies) , 'people with long-term psychiatric disabilities (also referred to as

'mentally ill') as well as people with physical impairments. Many voluntary
organisations , local authority departments and professions have adopted this
approach also with, it might be added, dubious motivations in some instances.

The extent to which DAT providers have taken on board this approach to
disability is clear when reference is made to the importance of relating
disability to other forms of oppression. In every instance the other
oppressed groups are women, ethnic minorities, lesbians and gay men.
People with learning difficulties and people with emotional and mental dis
tress* are clearly oppressed groups, yet they are not being related to
disability from the standpoint of a unique form of oppression, albeit with

significant similarities, because they are now 'people with disabilities'.
The implications for those groups of being 'tagged-on' to other categories
of disability (e.g. with blind, deaf, mobility impaired) whereby differences
are then examined from within a framework deriving from medical roots are

probably considerable and beyond the scope of this report. But some points
are worth making. For example, views supporting a belief in medicalization

of distress (e.g. people with psychiatric disabilities) is being strongly
challenged by groups of people with direct experience, yet some DAT courses
are referring to such views as comraen sense. In explaining the medical

conditions of mental hadicap or people with learning difficulties comparisons
are made with •'mental illness', which is then followed, in some courses, by
a standard explanations to the effect that the latter can be cured, for
example.

An increasing trend also of DAT Courses is the inclusion of components on
people with learning difficulties. This seems to be occuring in order to
comply with training needs of agencies (usually local authorities) who
have adopted the 'catch-all' approach to disability. Irrespective of the
quality and sensitivity of presentation in these courses the end result is

a tokenistic offering of very complex issues which require, at the very
least, equal consideration.

The issue also of trainers without direct

experience acting on behalf of people with learning difficulties needs to
be debated as a controversial issue.

* Medical model terms such as mental illness and Psychiatric disabilities
have been rejected and replaced by emotional and mental distress by some
groups of people who have direct experience.

Given the present level of thinking in society generally around issues
of disability G.M.C.D.P. will be confronted also by confusion and
muddled thinking in training courses. We do, however, have the advan
tage of an agreed definition of disability which confronts directly the
"across the table" definitions of academics and service providers
(who define disability essentially in order to promote and justify their
own interventions).

Moreover our own definitions arises fidom direct

experience of the social and political (i.e. disability being the

relationship between people with physical impairments and a contemporary
social organisation). Disadvantage' and restriction of activity from this
view is caused by society rather than by our impairments& Moreover,
making connections with the social and political and with other oppressed
groups should present fewer problems as physical disability is a part
icular form of social oppression in the sense of the term.
POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION.

1.

What are we going to call our courses? Does DAT or DET meet our

political intentions/aspirations? What do we think of Anti-Disability
Training as suggested in Huda Bishari's paper?
2.

If people with learning difficulties and people with emotional and
mental distress come outside of our definition of disability we still
need to consider

a) the relationship Ke.g. similarities and differences between these
forms of oppression and disability;
b) the relationship to disability of people with learning difficulties
who are also physically impaired?

c) the implications of (a&b) above for our own training needs aswell
as the content and presentation of courses generally;

d) how do we respond to requests for the inclusion of components
within courses for the above groups?

3.

Should G.M.C.D.P.'s approach to disability be made known to agencies/
groups who request training so they can:

a) approve/disapprove.
4.

b) avoid misunderstandings and confusion.

Similarly to (3) above should G.M.C.D.P. acquire knowledge of the

approach to disability of agencies/groups requesting training as a
basis for deciding whether or not training should be provided,
aswell as avoiding misunderstandings.
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LONDON BOROUGH'S DISABILITY RESOURCE TEAM (L.B.D.R.T.)
The L.B.D.R.T. have been co-ordin D.fi.T. courses for three years.
Their initial involvement arose from concern about D.A.T. courses

for local authorities being "carried out in a very ad-hoc and

unsystematic manner by a variety of individuals and organisations
working in the field of disability", At this time both boroughs
and trainers experienced "a desire for some co-ordination of this
work, for the establishment of guidelines and for the formulation
and maintenance of standards".

L.B.D.R.T. now have a register of 25 approved freelance trainers

and an apprentice register of eight. The base-line criteria for
becoming registered requires that you are disabled and available for
work. Beyond this approved status is reached through a process of
interviewing, training and apprenticeship.
Hi it-.V/Wij'A'iniJ-'tt,

The D.E.T. programme/is orgainised by a co-ordinator employed by
L.B.D.R.T. In the main courses are provided for the eleven boroughs

who participate in the London Boroughs Disability Consortium (L.B.D.C.).
Participating boroughs are allocated 10 days of training, with two
trainers per day free of charge.

Courses are provided for a wide

range of departments and occupations e.g. security office's, housing
officers, day centre managers, caretakers and planners.

Some attempt

is made to match the interests and experience of trainers with those

of the buying-in department, but there are obvious limitations to this.
The optimum number of participants for courses is 12 - 16, and from
their experiences to-date L.B.D.RI believe that the most effective
learning takes place with two trainers. This allows for smaller group
work and also gives participants a much wider spread of the facilitators
experience.

The content of a course is worked out largely between the trainers and the

officer responsible for co-ordinating the group to be trained.

'.Phe

L.B.D.R.T. contribution to the content of the course rests with the

trainer who is expected to have built-up "a large comprehensive dosier
of resourse materials which are constantly up-dated.

The team supports

the trainer in terms of providing suitable publications, written
articles and videos. And occasionably it will be suggested that the

trainer pilot an exercise, role play or case study that has been produced
by the team.

V

in j. VALID ?
In - Valid? is a Bradford based organisation whose aim is to work for
disability rights through the Arts.

In mid 1987 Yorkshire Arts employed a professional trainer from London to
train two of In-Valids? employees prior to running a series of disability
awareness courses for staff at Yorkshire Arts. The training occured over
a series of meetings during which time they also worked out a basic
course structure.

This initial training was then supplemented when one of In-Valids employees
worked with the professional trainer on a series of courses for the Arts

Council in London. They felt that these sessions were much better than
those provided for Yorkshire Arts. Some exercises were dropped, others
adjusted, and their presentation was generally improved.
Whilst the training background of the professional trainer was in areas
associated with race and with business management this didn't seem to impede
the usefulness of this approach for In-Valid. They say that knowing about
disability and the issues involved is not in itself sufficient, its neccessary
to acquire the techniques of running a course which, they believe, costitutes
at least 50% of getting your message across.
They have, now developed a basic two day course which, they say, is very

adaptable in that "its component parts can be pared down, expanded on or
dispensed with to suit clients needs".
Their charging policy is similarly very flexible. Many requests for courses
come from groups who are unfunded or underfunded so they have what they

refer to as "a sliding scale of fees which ranges form £100 per day to the
price of a pint". They say that costing courses has always been "a tricky
one because, though we are paid by In-Valid? anyway, and the message is
more important than loadsamoney, at the same time we are providing a
professional service which deserves recognition financially, even if this
is only token".
I.D.E.A.

-

INTERNATIONAL DISABILITY EDUCATION AND AWARENESS.

The origins of I.D.E.A. stem from a:

initiative taken by the UK Committee

of the International Year of Disabled People 1981.

Since then I.D.E.A.

(originally known as the Third World Group for Disabled People) has
considerably expanded its range of training and courses, particularly in
Britain.

I.D.E.A.'S main aim is "to facilitate change in the lives of people with
disabilities in Britain and in Developing countries". It's services also
emphasise "promoting partnership with, and equal opportunities for, people
with disabilities".
The educational and training programme developed by
I.D.E.A. to meet these aims now comprises:*

training and facilitation overseas;

*

organising and facilitating workshops and conferences on
disability and development;

*

equal opportunities training on disability issues for local
authorities and voluntary organisations;

V
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*

training people with disabilities as equal opportunities
trainers;

* providing an advisory/consultancy service to individuals
and organisations concerned with disability overseas and in
Britain.

I.D.E.A.'S short international courses include components on, for example,

causes of poverty and disability worldwide , the plitics of aid and
disability, design of appropriate equipment and aids and "Working as
allies - with pople with disabilities and other professionals".
Since 1985 I.D.E.A. have been developing Disability Awareness Training

Courses in Britain for workers in government services, voluntary organisations
and the private sector.

The courses are tailored to the needs and interests of participants and
many run for 1 - 3 days. Theytmay also be integrated into longer, more

general Equal Opportunities courses with particular emphasis on recruitment
and selection and service delivery.

I.D.E.A. have also pioneered Counter-part Training in the area of disability.

Here,I.D.E.A. supports new and less experienced trainers by providing a
rolling programme of trainer-training and the opportunity to work alongside
seasoned trainers (see section "Training the Trainers").
In 1988 I.D.E.A. were used on a consultancy basis to help plan a programme

and provide a team of three trainers for a Disability Awareness Week in
Glasgow: Initially I.D.E.A. had been requested to organise the event by
Save the Children Fund (I.D.E.A. also acted as consultant on the Funds
overseas disability policy) who were developing a Disability Awareness

Training programme for primary school children as part of their 'Sparky

Project'. I.D.E.A. suggested however, that the programme should incorporate
training for disabled people, who would then become local trainers, and be
able to meet local requests for D.A.T. It was from this point that the
Glasgow Forum on Disability became a co-organiser.

Interestingly, and what proved useful for our purposes, is the fact that
this is one of the few D.A.T. courses which has subsequently made available
a report and evaluation of the training event.

s

greater London association for disabled.

The Disability Awareness courses at G.L.A.D. are arranged by their
Equal Opportunities officer , Mary Ford. Mary, who was herself trained
Merry Cross, has been doing awareness courses on a part-time basis since
1983 - firstly as a freelance trainer then, more recently, as part of her
work with G.L.A.D.

Disability Awareness Training at G.L.A.D. have had something of a
controversial history. In 1986 G.L.A.D. received one years funding from
the Greater London Council to develop a Disability Awareness Training
Project. A co-ordinator was appointed and eventually a course was

developed.

This was, however,-a'course which differed significantly

from what was normally on offer.

The intention of G.L.A.D.'s version

of D.A.T. was that there should be two disabled trainers and one

able-bodied trainer, as opposed to the usual two disabled trainers.

The philosophy behind this choice was apparently directed towards setting
up a role model for the able-bodied participants. The*experiment' had
only been underway for a short period,however, when the money ran out.
But during this time a number of problems had arisen. For example,
experienced disabled trainers refused to work with able-bodied trainers.

They felt that able-bodied trainers would get expertise (and money) in
an area of training where they had no direct experience or real know
ledge of the issues.

This resulted in the selection of disabled

trainers

with little or no training experience, and without the required knowledge
of disability issues.

Moreover, courses with three trainers created

problems related to their financial viability and problems in keeping all
three trainers occupied during training.

G.L.A.D. now use only disabled trainers for D.A.T. courses. They put
dn 1 or 2 day courses mainly for people from a variety of voluntary

organisations, although participants f6rm statutory authorities are on
the increase. A course in their 1989 summer programme, which is being
organised in conjunction with the London Voluntary Service Council, is
titled 'Employment and Service Delivery'. It is intended this course
will cover issues such as legal requirements; promoting a service and
advertising jobs; identifying resources and recruitment.

G.L.A.D.'s two day courses are run on the lines of a workshop whilst
their one day course is a series of lectures with space for clarification
and- 'discussion.

On a fully booked course of 15 participants they usually have two
trainers. The normal fee for the trainers is £150 - £200 per day.
If an organisation wants a D.A.T. course on their own premises the charge

is £200 a day for each trainer.

The actual cost for participants does

vary however, and this seems to be related in part to geography and to
the form of organisation i.e. statutory or voluntary.

An aspect of G.L.A.D.'s D.A.T. courses which appears to be unique to them
is their policy relating to participants of not mixing able-bodied and
disabled people. They say in justification of this that " .... it is true
that issues are the same but the ways of discussing them are fundamentally
different".

MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL OF DISABLED PEOPLE.

During 1986 the Council set up a steering group to develop and manage a
training project for disabled people. Funding for the project of some
£8.;ooo had already been raised by the Council fparm local sources.
The aims of the steering froup were:

-

to develop, organise, monitor and evaluate four pilot core
training courses : and

-

to establish a permanent resource bank of appropriate trainingntatvri'its
and aids.

By the end of June 1987 the steering group had developed overall aims
for the training courses. They had designed and run a three day
Assertiveness Training Course for 10 disabled people, and started work
on an evaluation of that course. They had also organised a one day
Disability Awareness Training session.

From this point, however, the steering group adjusted the pace and

direction of their plans as the complexity of some of the issues
became apparent. In the event the Council applied for funding to
D.E.T.A.F. to research, develop and implement Disability Awareness
Training. They received £500 from the Fund and commenced their project
at about the same time as G.M.C.D.P.

AD LIB - research and training in disability awareness.

Ad Lib was formed by Liz Crow in the period 1985/6.

Originally starting out

in Bristol Liie and Ad-Lib are now based in the London area.
In May 1988,
however, Liz stopped taking training booking*. The reasons for taking this

decision were twofold. She says that "as well as finding training
soul - destroying (there were some real acheivements, but there was also
a stage when I loathed the participants on my courses) I decided that
with such scarce resources I must place working directly with disabled
people as priority". Despite such feelings Liz does think there is a role
in this area for training and "that given the appropriate structure and
commitment it would be very effective".

Since forming Ad - Li& Liz has done the equivalent of sixty days training.
This experience is reflected in the perceptive and useful comments
made available to our project group, .

GLASGOW FORUM ON DISABILITY

In 1985 the Forum organised an eighteen session Civil Rights Awareness
Course for disabled people with the aim of increasing self-activity
and involvement in disabled peoples' issues. A co-facilitator for the
course was Monica Elder-Woodward who prior to moving to Scotland, had
contacts and involvement with disability groups in Greater Manchester
and Derbyshire.

Dispite advertising the course widely the majority of the participants
came from one source, that is, Social Work 'clients' who had attended an

'Assessment Centre' prior to the course.

Few had any previous experience

of organising around disability issues.
The Course came across many organisational problems but one which fund
amentally changed the direction of the course (aswell as 'the awareness'
of participants) arose when their meeting room, in a Social Services
building, became inaccessible due to a combination of the lift breaking
down and the inertia of officials in arranging its repair. As the
report of the course put it "Since we were unable to hold our planned
meeting we found ourselves holding a spontaneous deiaon&tration in the
foyer of the building. It was through this solidarity and strength

through unity. This action, and the group action that followed, began
to overtake our carefully made plans. In fact their completely unplanned
action proved to be one of the most important joint activites of the

civil rights project and, through this action, the group took on a new
identity and forcefulness. We had all moved a long way from thoughts of
basket making and cups of tea. "(Civil Rights Awareness Project Report p7).
The Forum were then involved in the organisation of a Disability Awareness

Week in 1988. Originally initiated by 'Save the Children' (who required
training for their workers in a primary school project) the training
programme was extended to include disabled people and a wider range of
service providers. I.D.E.A. (a Wiltshire based organisation) were used
on a consultancy basis to help plan the programme and to provide a team
of three experienced trainers.
The staging of the Awareness Week (which included other events such as a

performance by a theatre group) also involved extensive fund - raising
to meet the total costs of £3,335. In the event more than this sum was
raised which left a surplus for future initiatives.
CwC

The Disability Awareness Week was divided into

two -t'day courses - one

for disabled people, the other for service providers.

Each one ended in

Action Plans being prepared by the course participants.
In the case of the disabled persons' course one Action Plan was to set
up a network of Disability Awareness Trainers throughout Scotland. As it
turned out, the only major regions represented were Fife and Strathclyde.
It was decided that the representatives from both regions get together to
develop some Ground Rules for the implementation of a register of recognised
trainers of disability awareness. As well as that, the representatives
should concentrate on disability awareness among disabled people within CAc.i-

area. This group consists of disabled people only, with physical and
organisational resources from service providers.
It was thought that by coming together some agreement could be reached as
to standards of training, content of training etc.

Also networking of resources and ideas would be possible, as well as
promotion of disability awareness within other regions. This network
is called "Disability Awareness Registered Trainers, Scotland", or
D.A.R.T.S. for short.

The next significant moves in awareness training for the Forum were

planned to commence early in 1989. This involved two courses both
specifically for disabled people. One of these is a course in teaching/
training techniques for which the Forum have recruited college lecturers
as tutors.

The second is an eight session one day a week training course

called 'Issues on Disability'.

The course will be along the same lines as the earlier Civil Rights Course.
The main theme of which will be to identify the barriers that prevent
disabled people living a full life in the community and to look at vasp

in which disabled people can overcome or challenge the issues.
The course compliments other work of the Forum through relating it to
the Strathclyde Regional Councils policy document "The Cost of Living in
a Hostile Environment".

The Forum is one of the few groups to have made available reports of their
training events, and this has been invaluable for our purposes.

THE SPASTICS SOCIETY.

The Society have produced a 15 minute video, with discussion notes, which
they are marketting as "a powerful introduction to disability awareness
for secondary school and adult audiences".

The Society have also recently done some Disability Awareness Training with
London Regional Transport and indications are they may have plans for
further development.
ESCATA.

Escata produced Video - assisted training materials and training manuals

"?S ^L^ bankruPfc in 1988« Some of their materials were concerned

witt disability issues and these are now being sold off at discount prices

by East Sussex Social Services Department.

The recently appointed Director of the Spastics Society was also a Director
of Escata.
ARTSLINE.

A national Disability Awareness project has been initiated by the London

based Artsline and Shape. Funded by the British Film Institute the project

aims to recruit a national network of trainers to provide awareness courses
for arts venues throughout the Country.
OUTSET

This organisation was set up originally to carry out surveys relating to
the Chronically Sick and Disabled persons Act. Since then they have
grown somewhat, particularly so In connection with employment issues.

Outset have an Employment Development Unit which has recently, produced
Getting on with Disabilities - an Employers Guide", and are currently
developing "Disabilities : a Resource Guide." The latter is being

produced by Outset for the Local Government Training Board (L.G.T.B.) as,
training material for local government Economic Development officers.

Outset is also engaged in developing materials for D.A.T. The training will
be confined to their own network of projects, but will be available to other
agencies in late 1989. They say they are also aiming to develop D.A.T.

materials for interested parties in the near future.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT TRAINING BOARD.

In addition to producing D.A.T. packs the L.G.T.B. have recently provided
£25 000 for the production of a training video. Alan Sutherland, well known
in disability arts circles, wrote the script for the video which is said
to be based on the social model of disability.

THE TRAINING OF TRAINERS - SOME OPTIONS

NWRAC REGIONAL TRAINING SCHEME FOR PART - TIME
TEACHERS IN ADULT AND FURTHER EDUCATION.

The Community Education Development Unit (CEDU) of Manchester City Council
organises the NWRAC training scheme in our area. The scheme is primarily
i ntended for in - service teacher training for part - time teachers in

Community Education, Continuing Education and Adult and Further Education.
Recently, however, Stage 1 Module *A' of this course has been presented on
a 'Training the Trainers' course in a co-operative venture by CEDU and
G reater Manchester Council of Voluntary Service (GMCVS).

The NWRAC scheme is in three stages. Each stage and each Itodule is

i ndividually certified.

This enables you to stop at any point and still

have a qualification. Stage 1 and Stage 11 Modules take place one evening
o r one half day per week and last approximately 12 weeks.

Stage 1, Module 'A' takes place three times a year (i.e. each term) and
Stage 11, Modules 'B', 'C, 'D' run concurrently and are presented once
i n a twelve month period. Stage 111 can be completed in a minimum of two
years and a maximum of five years.

The course leads to a rlationally recognised certificate in Adult Education
and is validated by the University of Manchester.

The Stage 1, Module 'A' Foundation Course is of 36 - 40 hours duration
and aims to provide 'a foundation in teaching and learning skills'.
Sessional topics include:
*

HOW ADULTS LEARN

* BARRIERS TO LEARNx -

* TEACHING METHODS

* PLANNING AND ORGANISING LEARNING SESSIONS
* AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

* ASSESSMENT AND EDUCATION METHODS
* GROUP MANAGEMENT SKILLS

The fact that this is a ready made course, available throughout the year,

tUay be seen as an advantage.

For some also certification with the option

o f moving on to do other Modules may be important.
On the other hand the course has developed on the basis of our (disabled

peoples ) absence i.e. it is for able-bodied part-time tutors in further
education. The likelyhood therefore, is that there will be all manner of
built-in assumptions about the barriers, methods and process of learning
as it relates to 'normal' people. This would require in taking a close
look at the course content with a view to change and adaptation and would
f urther require a willingness on the part of the organisers for this to
occur.

Another serious problem with this course relates to the present venues.
Each term the Stage 1,

'A' Module course moves to a different venue

rotating between central, North and South Manchester.

The priorities

for the choice of venue, however appear to relate to the demand for the
course (i.e. student numbers) and the proximity of venue to bus stops and
railway stations.

The North Manchester venue at Monsall (which is used for various modules

including 'A') is usually held, in a room which requires negotiating a

flight of steps. Whilst the course organiser says there are training
rooms on the ground level this conflicts with the recent experience of
a disabled woman who, having enroled for Module 'B' was asked; "if she
minded being carried up the steps?"

Another point requiring serious consideration is travel arrangements and
costs.

Even assuming that participants are able to organise their travel

requirements for the whole course it remains that the cost for some
participants would be quite high.
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY - DISABILITY AWARENESS TRAINING PACK.

Vic Finkelstein, a senior lecturer at the Open University, is working
towards the phased introduction of a new course called "The Disabiling

Society*. The first Module of the course is a 'Disability Awareness
Training Pack'. This pack should have been presented early in 1990,
but delays have put back the presentation date to May/June 1990.
The pack will be available independently of the completed course.

Working on the production of this Module also are Geraldine Quinn
(a freelance disability consultant) and Chris Wilson of I.D.E.A.

The first draft of this course has been completed. This was basedon a
broad framework which apparently will allow for "considerable flexibility
in determining the final content".

The pack is intended to be an introduction to disability issues and should
"be of particular use in equal opportunities training programmes".
"Students will examine their own attitudes towards disability and the

problems that disabled people face. It will look at different ways of
understanding disability (e.g. as a medical problem, personal tragedy,
as a form of social discrimination, etc.) and the implications of these

approaches for the development of better services and more effective
approaches to problem solving".

The training packs will be designed so that students prepare for a two-day
workshop by studying individual texts (involving approximately 3»j hrs
study) in their own homes. Materials prepared in response to study
activities would then be brought to the workshop for further discussion.
The two-day group workshop would also draw on, and refer to, material
fc&m the audio and video cassettes and and the readings.

Guidance for the workshops would be provided in a Group Leaders Booklet.

Existing video material on disabilita* has been looked at for possible
inclusion in the pack. But, not surpriPtnalv, nothing emerged which
met the requirements of the course.

The O.U. decided therefore to produce their own video which is now in the

process of being prepared. Discussions held with the O.U. suggest that some
input into the video by G.M.C.D.P. is a possibility.
As an introduction to disability issues the course has potential for being
used in a wide variety situations. It would still leave us, however, with
the problem of arranging training in training methods and practices aswell
as more in - depth training in disability issues.
There is a possibility however that training for trainers could be arranged
in co-operation with the O.U. although it appears that this (could be in
relation to the presentation of O.U. courses only.
To what extent this facility would be useful to G.M.C.D.P. would require
further discussion and clarification with the O.U.
COUNTERPART TRAINING

Counterpart Training in the area of disability was developed by I.D.E.A. in
1986/7 as a response to the growing demand for Disability Awareness Training
as a new element in Equal Opportunities training. The training project was
designed also to address the problem of there being few people with the
right combination of developed skills and experience to run courses.

In a report of the initial Counterpart Training Project Chris Wilson of
I.D.E.A. explains how it was approached.

"When Avon Youth service approached I.D.E.A. to run a series of introductary

day seninars on Disability Awareness we took that opportunity to begin the
systematic training of other people with disabilities who wished to develop
their skills as Disability Awareness Trainers.

The object of the project was for each of the four Counterparts to accompany

me, as an experienced and practiced trainer, on one or more of the seminars.
By working alongside me they would be able to gain first-hand experience of
the training situation without having to take full - responsibility for the
planning and facilitation of the seminar.

During the serra\nar they were expected to take responsibility for some of the
exercises, to contribute to the discussion and, at some points, to lead it.
I met with each Counterpart before the Seminar to plan the work we were to do,
discuss the issues we were hoping to tackle, and their role as facilitator.
After each seminar we evaluated the work done and identified which skills

the Counterpart needed to develop further".

In addition to the eight one day sessions for Avon Youth Service the Counterpart

gained a broader experience through participation in a range of other courses.
These varied from a session at a conference on 'Disability and Rehabilitation

in the Developing World' to a two day course for workers on a Community
Access Project and workshop sessions on disability issues for women.

Further training for the four Counterparts was arranged through participation
in a three day residential training course organised by L.B.D.R.T. for
their own training programme. Some of the topics covered included:
the politics of disability, training methods, group skills, how to work with
local authorities, equal opportunities - policies and practice, self

advocy for people with learning disabilities and networking. In exchange
for the training the Counterparts were expected to run 2-3 disability
awareness sessions for some of the London Boroughs during the following
twelve months.

Three seperate training days were also organised to enable the Counterparts
to develop their own understanding of disability; share experiences as
trainers; look at the training sessions done so far and assess what has been
learnt from them.

The Counterpart project was funded by a grant of £6,000 from a trust fund. In
addition to the administrative cost of I.D.E.A. the grant covered the travel
costs for all those involved plus a bursary for each Counterpart.

This approach to training, combining experience of training without having
too much responsibility with training in disability issues, seems to have
some merit.
It would require, however, an experienced trainer who was
available, plus a rolling programme of DAT courses. It is unlikely that we
could meet the criteria initially. At a later stage, however, it could

provide a useful way of training disabled people without accumulating a
waiting list for the 'big training event'.
GREATER MANCHESTER COMMUNITY WORK TRAINING GROUP.

Based at Salford the G.M.C.W.T.G. have been in existance for a period similar
to G.M.C.D.P. and, likewise, they are funded by A.G.M.A.

Of the courses they have been involved in organising to date are, for example,
•Challenging Racism for White Workers", "An Introduction to Community Work
Skills", "Community Workers in Housing", and a "Community Work Learning Pro

gramme". One course which involved disabled people was a review day at the
Newbridge Resource Centre in Stockport for users, volunteers and staff. Judith
Holman of G.M.C.D.P. was one of the facilitators for the course which aimed to
evaluate the centres work over the previous year and to identify priorities for
future development.

G.M.C.W.T.G. have an approach to training which differs significantly from more
traditional forms of training. Central to their approach is that training

should be participative. This recognises that participants already have skills,
experience and knowledge, and training should facilitate both the identification
and sharing of their abilities.

This style of training involves an educational process which is attempting to
avoid traditional distinctions embodied in the roles of teacher and taught,

expert and non-expert. In recognising there is a power relationship in these
roles the emphasis on participation is attempting to shift the balance of this
power.

Whilst a basic structure for a course might be pre-determined, genuine part

icipation should allow participants to be involved in planning the detailed
course structure.

From brief discussions with the G.M.C.W.T.G. it would seem that a training of
trainers course would take 3 days (or 6 half days) at a minimum.

Built

• into
this would be a basic course structure allowing time to look at
different training techniques, values, participation, challenging discrimination
during a course, and a chance to plan and deliver a short training session.
Within and beyond this structure the arrangements and programme should be
related to the needs of participants.

Intensive - Weekend Course.

The prefered arrangements for training of trainers used by L.B.D.R.T.
has been the three day weekend course. Using freelance trainers and
a Cheshire Foundation hotel in Norfolk the weekend course attempts to

put across key issues of disability, the relationship of disability
to other oppressed groups, and training techniques. This has then
been supplemented by occasional seminars on relevent topics.
At the time of writing the L.B.D.R.T. are up-dating their course so

we are not able to make any evaluation of the potential of this .
approach.
A number of trainers with experience of weekend cources have, however,
expressed some dissatisfaction.
Common to all was the inadequency of training in course preperation

and the techniques of presentation. Mentioned also was the fact that
trying to do too much resulted in inadeqate presentations of each key
area.

Whilst hotel costs are likely to be expensive for this kind of event it

may reduce problems relating to travel, both in terms of overall cost
and by avoiding the necessity of arranging transport over a period of
weeks.

MANCHESTER OPEN COLLEGE FEDERATION ACCREDITATION SCHEME.

The aims of M.O.C.F. is to promote access to education and training at
all levels and to confer appropriate qualifications upon students who use
its scheme. Operating within the Greater Manchester region the M.O.C.F.
has two central purposes:

(1) to classify and accredit courses of education and training submitted
to it, and (11) to give credit awards to students who successfully complete
such courses.

1:

Credits can be earned at four different levels:

for people wishing to improve their basic skills and confidence
in English, maths, computers, practical coping activities and
English as a Second Language.

2:

for people building on earlier experiences or starting out on
work or study in new areas,including practical job training and
voluntary community activities.

3:

for people moving on to deeper study of a specialist subject or
or still including training for paid and voluntary work.

4.

for people to seek access to University and Polytechnic courses,
professional and community work training.

Cont/....
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Training of trainers cont.

Points for Consideration.

1.

Two views which came out of G.M.C.D.P.'s Disability Awareness
Weekend meeting (1988) need confirming. These are broadly that:
a)

within G.M.C.D.P. there is ample experience and knowledge
to put on our own disability issues training for trainers
course; and

b)

the approach largely seperating issues of disability from
methods/techniques seems appropriate for the training of
trainers.

2.

Follow-up initial discussions with G.M.C.W.T.G. to clarify
further their suggested approach to a training of trainers
course.

3.

Should the training of trainers courses be on a first come
first served basis or should some form of selection be devised

- to take into account gender and ethnic representation, for
example.

4.

What principles and methods should be used in deciding who is,
and who is not suitable to be a trainer?

5.

Considering the potential future use should we follow-up

suggestions from the Open University that we have an input into
the making of a'Disabling Society' Course and possibly into
their DAT course and video.

6.

Counterpart training could be a useful way of training our
trainers in the period following an initial training course.
This approach may also attract funding agencies.

7.

Whatever training is undertaken the cost implications of fees
for trainers, transport, hire of rooms etc.,need to be taken
into account.

DAT and Forms of Organisation.

There appear to be three forms in which training is organised at present.
The most common form is for trainers to be freelance consultants (i.e. self

employed). Another approach brings together the freelance trainers with an
organisation (e.g. LBDRT) which operates a register of approved trainers.
Here the organisation matches the requirements of those who need training

with available trainers. They may also act as a resource through making
available information, materials and equipment. Significant also is that
the register serves as a means of selection and vetting whereby in order

to be approved a trainer must comply with certain criteria and/or standards.
Lastly, employees of organisations
as part of their job (e.g. as with
as with local authority Disability
instances it may be necessary also

provide the training themselves either
GLAD and IN-VALID) or as their job (e.g.
Training Officers and I.D.E.A.). In these
for the organisation to supplement their

own resources with the use of freelance trainers.

Co-Operative Structure.

We have found no examples in the area of D.A.T. in which a co-operative

organisation of trainers has been succesfully established.

Our own enquiries

with the Greater Manchester Co-Operative Development Agency ground to a halt
when it became apparent that some important decisions would have to be made

by G.M.C.D.P. Executive Council prior to progressing further in this area.
The bottom line I8 that we need to be very precise about the exact nature

and relationship that will exist between the Coalition and D.A.T. This may
require changes to the Coalitions Constitution, and the relationship between
Coalition members

(both Full and Associate), Executive, and officers to

D.A.T. will heed to be clarified.
Points for Consideration.

1.

Who is going to own, control, and manage D.A.T. courses?

2.

Who is D.A.T. going to be accountable to?

3.

Financial Risk: is D.A.T. going to be set up as

-

a) an entity seperate from G.M.C.D.P. and therefore
financially independent from the Coalition, or

b) as a Department of and within the Coalition (i.e. the
main body)? In other words, who takes responsibility for

any financial loss and, conversely, where does the profit
go to?

Pay and Benefits.
In the early days of DAT it seems that training was done, by and large,
as a form of voluntary work. Those who were paid by legitimate means
tended to do training on a part-time basis supplementing other paid work.

Possibly the most common form of payments, however, were those received in
a plain brown envelope accompanied by a nod and a winkJ
Simultaneously with the growth in demand for DAT there has been a tightening
up of pay regulations. There has also been the demand from some disabled

people that DAT trainers should receive the rate for the job. Given that
this rate for trainers could be anything between £100 and £200 a day this,
along with other factors, has created problems for disabled people who
wanted to do training yet were reluctant to come off state benefits. In

every instance the resolving of these problems has been left to the ingen2uity of individual trainers. For some this has inevitably involved varying
degrees of risk. One arrangement, apparently complicated, was to have money
paid to a friend who then passed it on to the trainer. Another trainer
bought a company for £150, registered it in a relatives name, then had the
training fees paid to the company from which It was then arranged (by means
not known) to transfer the pay to the trainer.

At present there appears to be two main routes towards becoming a freelance
trainer or disability consultant (excluding those who are doing it in add
ition to other part-time work). Most unusual, and the one involving most
insecurity is to come off benefits and attempt to earn a living through

training and other consultancy work. To do this there must be sound indication
that regular work over a long period would be available. If this wasn't
the case then returning to benefits would probably result in a change of
'benefit status' and less money.

A more common approach, used by a number of people on L.B.D.R.T's register,
is the Government's Enterprise Allowance Scheme.

The basic idea of this

Scheme (apart from reducing the numbers on the unemployment registerI) is to
encourage people to set up their own business. Providing your business
proposal is approved and you are receiving unemployment benefit or income
support you can exchange these benefits for £40 a week for 52 weeks. This
£40 is on top of what you earn In the business. You must, however, be
able to show you have at least £1000 available to invest in the business.
And you must agree to work full-time in the business (at least 36 hours
a week).

The Scheme can also be used within a co-operative structure but at least

half the members (up to a maximum of ten) must be accepted to the Scheme.
Each member must also have £1000 to invest in the business whether or not
they are accepted onto the Scheme.

If you receive invalidity benefit the leaflet says you should check with

Enterprise Allowance staff about your eligibility. The advice we received
however,was that you must have been in receipt of income support for at
least eight weeks in order to qualify.

Pay and Benefits Cont Overleaf/.,

Pay and Benefits Cont.

For those who prefer to remain
education work a major problem
to be far higher than what you
Methods of 'averaging out' the

on benefits yet do the occasional training/
is that the rates for the job are likely
can 'legitimately' earn in any given week.
pay by means of, for example a monthly

contract or through payments being made to an organisation which then
releases the money so as to comply with weekly earnings limits, have yet
to be tested for their legality.

For people on Income Support which has a higher rate earnings disregard of

£15 (compared to the £28.50 Therapuetic Earnings rate which those on Invalidity
Benefit can claim) use would probably have to be made of 'earning in kind'
and 'occasional gifts'. The former, which are not defined, allows payment
for specific items which are not normally provided for under income support
(e.g. grocery bill;, contributions towards a telephone bill. T.V. Licence).
The latter allows, under certain circumstances, occasional gifts to be made
up to a total of £250 in a 52 week period.
In every instance however, careful consideration of specific circumstances
and the implications for the range of benefits anyone might be receiving
would be required.

Education and Training Materials♦
i

This is one area in which we have detected a certain reluctance to pass on
information. One comment being that materials are both specific to the

individual trainer (e.g. style and personality) and to the occupational
requirements of trainees.

In training it seems that written materials are kept to a minimum, being
used primarily to initiate a discussion or for a short exercise.

In these

instances the materials might take the form of a short article, case study,
newspaper item, official statements of a charity, or a tick-the-box type
questionnaire, for example. Other materials include information relevant
to the training being undertaken (e.g. legal requirements) and book lists.

Some DAT trainers also provide handouts which explain how to provide assist
ance to disabled people with different impairments.

This kind of information

handout reflects a general problem in DAT of participants (particularly those1
who want disabled people to become consumers of a service) requiring and
expecting to aquire this kind of knowledge. Needless to say this is a
controversial area with other trainers arguing that it is the individual
disabled person who knows best their own requirements.
Some of the material seen is useful in suggesting ways of integrating other
forms of oppression with disability. By and large, however the political

approach to disability underlying a^ietf'of the trainee materials Been is
unlikely to be compatable with G.M.C.D.P.'s approach.

Other material has been collected with two main purposes in mind.
material which may be used or adapted for training purposes.

First is

Second is

general educational material covering a wide range of issue areas which may
form the basis of an education and training resource. These are presently
being broadly categorised and listed.

At some stage some method of scrutin

izing material for its acceptability or appropriatness is likely to be
required.
Videos.

There are broadly three types of videos used in training. Most frequently
used are those which are thought to present, in a positive way, issues of

importance to disabled people.

Amongst these are - 'We won't Go Away',

'Hold up', 'Captives of Care', 'Very Crossroads', 'Statement of Intent1,mM

'Rights not Charity'. The last three mentioned are the videos which appear
to be used most. Significantly these are also videos which disabled people
have had some control over and made a considerable input into their making.
Another type of video used are those based on a medical model of disability
and which present disabled people in a very negative way. The purpose of
these videos in training however, is to discredit the medical model and

emphasise its inappropriateness to the real needs of disabled people. Most
commonly used videos of this type are those made by the Manpower Services

Commission^ now

). The majority of films on disability made for tel

evision could be used also in a similar way.
Videos made specifically for awareness courses (of which there are few) are

the third type. One of these is "Triggers" made by L.B.D.R.T. This video
comprises of a series of short, acted out, sequences which highlight aspects
of discrlmatory practise and negative attitudes which disabled people exper
ienced in their meetings with receptionists, gatekeepers, caretakers and so

on.

The concept behind this approach is that these sequences may "trigger"

a useful discussion amongst participants which then forms part of the process
of attitude change.
Cont/...

Education and Training Materials - Videos Continued.

It was our view that that this video had limited usefulness.

Another training video,is "Stand Up The Real Glynn Vernon",has been made by
the Spasticis Society and is being marketed by them as "A powerful introduction
to disability awareness for secondary school and adult audiences". Again
the video is a series of incidents of the humiliating and discriminatory

variety which have actually happened to Glynn. The message is that disabled
people are 'normal' people with normal needs and shouldn't be treated like
this. Unfortunately, the script and 'voice over' technique present the
normal Glynn (who is being prevented by the attitudes of able-bodied people
from 'coming out') as a macho-Yorkshireman who says early on in the video
that "I don't have enough money and I don't have enough sex". In style
there are clear similarities between this video and the Lager and Beer

advertisements which appear on television.
Given the offensive nature of this video it is recommended that G.M.C.D.P.
do not use it for education and training purposes.

Two more trainina videos are presently under production.

One of these,

sponsored by this Local Government Training Board, is near completion.
The other is being produced by the Open University as part of their DAT
course which should be available in May/June 1990.

Of the other videos seen the vast majority have problems when viewed as a

whole.

In the main videos on disability tell us more about the values and

priorities of an able-bodied Society and media professionals than they do
about issues of real concern to disabled people.

For these reasons an attempt has been made to devise a form onto which
details of videos can be recorded (see appendix) The intention here is to

provide a means whereby issues and or potentially useful extracts can be
identified.

A video unique to GMCDP is a recording of a meeting when Judy Huemann
visited Manchester to discribe aspects of the Independent Living Movement
in the U.S.A. At this
also were a group of disabled people --rc-M. a
Social Services residential hostel in Welwyn Garden City. They were

campaigning against the sacking of the officer in charge at the hostel for
allowing a relationship to occur between a member of staff and a resident.
On the video a resident from the hostel describes the events and raises
some issues. Written material of the time has also been gathered to
accompany the video.

Equipment.

In the main standard equipment which is to be found in catalogues is used.

Most popular items of equipment in DAT are flip charts and viJ» rJ~J*«

and moniter (the exception being GLAD who never use Videos). Some trainers
also use overhead projectors.

Aproblem mentioned by some trainers is that equipment has to ^carried,
transported and set up. For these reasons L.B.D.R.T. are now intending
to purchase a small screen video monitor essentially because it will be
easier to carry than their present large screen version.

various items of equipment have been noted and need to be tried out prior
to purchasing. The problem of storage needs to be considered also.

Political Issues.

Given the impoverishment of disabled people in general and the contrasting
rate for the job (£150 + a day) as a DAT trainer there has, understandably,
been something of a 'gold fever' mentality in recent developments of DAT.
This creates a situation in which it becomes all too easy for some to con
fuse personal ambitions with ambitions to pursue disability issues in a
collective way.

Whilst the struggle to establish the principle that DAT trainers should them
selves be disabled has been largely successfull there are a number of problems
with the form in which this has been achieved. In what has become a limited
area of job creation the majority of trainers are freelance consultants.

Priorities for both individuals and organisations operating a register are, -;<•<
likely to be towards earning a living, with a future prospect of competition
for business between consultants.

Moreover if DAT becomes firmly rooted within market relations this places
buyers of courses and freelance consultants in a position to determine (or
significantly influence) the issues and structure of courses, more so than
any constituency of disabled people.

In fact there are already signs that the circulation of money and knowledge
is becoming locked within a circle of buyer, administration and self employed
trainers. It could be argued, therefore, that knowledge built -up through
struggle and, in a sense collectively owned, is being removed from that

sphere of circulation and ownership and isAbeing privatised.
During the course of research some disabled people have argued however that
what is most important is that disabled people have control over the training
and get paid the rate for the job.
/3«*>t~ some organisations of disabled people have now started to express
concern and ask searching questions about DAT. It has been suggested, for
example, that :
(a)

Dat has developed without any consultation with or account
ability to organisations of disabled people;

(b)

Little or no education and training is provided for disabled
people or their organisations;

(c)

Resources (i.e. money, knowledge, time and energies) are not
being channelled back into organisations of disabled people.

Objections have also been raised by organisations to trainers going into their
borough and promoting a different 'ideology' of disability.

More broad ranging political concerns have been expressed by saying that
criticisms made of Race Awareness Training (RAT) can equally be applied to
DAT and DET. (see attached article "The Politics of Racism Awareness Training")

The following paper by Huda Bishari examines these issues in some detail.

Cont/...

Political

Issues Continued.

Points for Consideration.

1)

What relationship, if any, should there be between the development
of education and training in disability and the issues and develop

ment of the disabled people's movement?
2)

Who should the educators and trainers be accountable to e.g. G.M.C.D.P.,
each other, themselves?

3)

What account should we take of local disability groups when asked to
do a course in their borough?

4)

What principles should we adopt towards money values and the influence
of market forces?

V
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'

Dispelling The Myths Of Disability With Awareness'.
Social Work Today, April 1989.

"2.

London Boroughs Disability Resource Team:
(I)" Disability Awareness Training - Your Questions Answered;
(II)
(Ill)
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Disability Awareness Training Proposed Programme of Action.
Disability Awareness Training Statement - (AIMS).

Jones, D and Melville, A. "The Sills of Planning and Facilitating

Participative Training', July 1987.
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'A Report of Glasgow Disability Awarenes Week 25/29th April 1988:
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Williams, R.

7
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Cross, M.
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Crow, L.
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'Disability Awareness Training' (unpublished article).

Publications'referred'to continued.

(%

"The Disabling Society1

- A proposal for new learning materials in

the ..field of 'disability!
The Open University.

Z

Department of Health and Social Welfar,

Disability Awareness - Counterpart Training Project. - A Progress Report
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APPENDIX I

Some Organisations With an involvement"or•interest in Disability Awareness
I.D.E.A.,
William House,
101 Eden Vale Road,
Westbury,

Artsline,

5 Crowndale Road,
London.
NWl ITU

Wiltshire.

BA13 3QF

Tel: 01 388 227

Tel: 0373 827635

Glasgow Forum On Disability,
Mclver House (1st Floor),
Cadogan Street,
Glasgow, G2,
Scotland.

In-Valid,
Community Arts Centre,
Old Quaker School,

17-21 Chapel Street,
Bradford.
BD1 5DT

Ad-Lidb,
7 Ekarro House,
49 Guildford Road,
Stockwell,
London.

SW8 2DF

Tel: 0274 721372

Outset,
Drake House,

18 Creekside,
LONDON.

Tel: 01 720 7836

SE8 3DZ

Disability Matters,

The Open University,
Dept. of Health & Social
Welfare,
Walton Hall,
Milton Keynes,

-6i-Oxford Street,;?70 Ccxpyrcf (?'.</
Southampton,
sol let C i-4
Tel: 0703 222558--

MK7 6AM

Tel: 0908 74066 ext. 3414

G.L.A.D.,
(Greater London
Association for

Disabled People),
336 Brixton Road,
London.
SW9 7AA

L.B.D.R.T.,

London Boroughs' Disability
Resource Team,
Room 92,

The County Hall,
LONDON.

SE1

Tel: 01 274 0107
Tel: 01 633 7107
British Council of

Organisations of Disabled
People,
St. Mary's Church,
Greenlaw Street,
WOOLWICH.

SE18 5AR
Tel:

01 316 4184

Milton Keynes Council of
Disabled People,
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Donartncrtt of Sooiol Seourity,

t'lesso r<vjl;y to;

•ilfixruidor Plominjj House,
iJlo.hsnt c.nH Castle,
London

iJK.T 6)*Y.

9 - 2 - 89.

Ep.rninfts whilst in roooiot of tlibnbility houofito.
f-ofir

Iiuirw uui^ly our organisation, is,>ins- asked to ;mt on Mobility Awnreu^o
Courcesjor a verity of agencies, in the, statutory end voluntary sector.

..o ;:,r taos* courses hnvo boon undertaken by C.,i:j)i' enmloyoos if and"whan
•w««y h:«l the time and rnaouroes $o, dp so. In order to be able to respond
nioro ei*actively to this demand hoyiever we are now considering the '

possibility of involving disabled peonle from our v.id^r womvkrhlo :,.«?• rcirv

bo cble and interested Jn., parti piaatinc in suoh courses.

In addition we hnve hrd.-foneral \enquiries from 'disc blod oeonld who h?vo Vm

cufcod -co tako part in education and/or trnininff courr.es and have boon
conoorned about how oey and expanses would affect thair benefit uituntion.
U«iof onnuirleB on our nort, hoi-.ever, have .np.de> it clear tl'nt this i-i p
very convex area which requires oareful and detailed consideration on our
*>r.rt -uior to involvinc or advising disabled oeojjlo in the nroa o!* courses
in .UspMlity awnroness.

,,

•<••!-•.•<

Conceauontly we would like ad much clarification as poaaihlo in resooot
o:.' «:'.rninG3 whilst on benefits.

Of navticuler ooncnrn to us,are the sueoifio differences for .lieabled i«onle
•.hen on Disablement benefit, Invalidity Benefit, Severn J)lnabl« -,e,it AHo-anro
or Incoma Support.

~

'..o iu.vp .-l:.o Von ~iv<m diff-rant intor/krotntions oa to whttfcor «Usf»l»iocr

.-oo:1.(! no-:;1 the approval of their doctor and D., .... before i-.iaLarkinr; oa
cny r.'orlc, and lik«vdt;o r.u to uh/tther oaminrs bo low '.'.27 no.wl to 1 > non-'f.ir^
to tho D.O.u.

Cm:,/,

' '

*

• ovoncl -thi:; initial ataCe there »», however, fuithor «r«y areas i-.uoh i.e.
ho>- «on will ho nnlo to olnrify* The followiu* nuoationo are l.r,:.eO on

iitiuAioaL KUioh hrvc. bo.« brought to our notice, nad on rriturrtiona ;.hioh

•o raticinr-tc l.i-y .oil .''rise.

I.

Invalidity Ponofit,
• ! • (i

a)

b)

If 'vy in ono '.reek exceeds the Therewutie ftarniucs limit by any

.-..cunt is the olainonV rocmirr/d to' romr.o Invtlii'ity (.• ncfit for
that week in total? And onn the claimant rocoaie^nco on :hc cncie
benefit, at the same love1, t'10 folio-.in,- rock?

Is the person roruirod to obtrin a Tax Co.io 1>om Tul-a<l Krtvr.auo

evon thourh thn Therapeutic tJrrntncpj '.-iU b- bolo • %:>• iv •»«-r..on»-l
allowance?

o)

3omo woole havo re-.jortod difficulty in filling in forms r^uir^l
by eofiloyero as Thorapeutip Kaminps io not covered in t!m './.KJ•.
fhiidanoe Jloton for Eiaployors.

In tldn situation err, uii.-rc. other

arrangements wo pre not &\<cre of?

0)

Can a .>onion-on. Invalidity Benefit n:u1 rrocivin- ':'Uc.ri-nou*i'o

c)

What io fcho oosition of a uir.abled porcon off-red p fur. for vritiur

i'larniiiinj bo self-employod? If so,1 on -lut terns?

un course material which may take a number of woeko to oou»i»l' to 'nut
v/hioh in paid in full in one particular vook, and the ^nytnent
esooodawhat is allowed under the Therapeutic firming rule?

(•Jouia an acceptable solution in this oitur.tion ho to nci/;Jtiato

wi-eh the omployin? ascnoy a weekly pro-rata payment of tlio fee

which was within the earnings limit?).

f)

2.

If a oerson on Invalidity Benefit ifj aloo r c«itriu: .Utnjdpno-

Allowance what implications, if any, doea thiii hov« whan- booking
aoproval to do paid work on Therrtjoutic nominee?

Income Sunnort.

We woul'? aoprooiste information concerning the folVr-'iugi-

E)

'Disrefords' J

b)
o)

•r:aruin«B in Kind'!
•Occasional Gifts*?

d)
e)

Kxpemses {
Amonitics l^ind.
<J<;jit/ • • . o .

., *

'.io roalise th?t it mcy not bra possible to be oxact in ro&nondine to
all or thci ouoc-ciono we have raiood.

Howev r, in these instances wo

would appreciate, and consider it of some iraportrnoo, to havo general
{.guidance

;

In addition it would ibe hdlpful if you woro able to uu/vjeiit someone
in the D.S.S. whom we oan oontaot if probl. ms arieo in the future.

Yours sincerely,

.'I.' • ..Hi;!
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Department of Health and Social Security
Friars House 157-168 Blackfriars Road London SE1 8EU

Telex 883669

Telephone 01-703-6380

Ext *297

Mr Ken Lumb

Your reference

15 Shelley Avenue

Our reference 8 X ii O *s 9 X

MIDDLETON
Manchester

M24 2NT

Date

lb April 1989

Dear Mr Lumb

Thank you for your letter of 9 February about earnings whilst in receipt of
disability benefits. I am sorry for the delay in replying.
Incapacity benefits such as Invalidity Benefit and Severe Disablement
Allowance are paid not for illness or disablement as such but only for periods

when, by reason of illness or disablement, a person is incapable of work.
"Work" in this connection means remunerative work, that is to say whole-time

or part-time work for which an employer would be willing to pay or work as a
self-employed person in a gainful occupation.

In the ordinary way incapacity benefits cannot be paid for any day on which a
person does any work including work as a self-employed person since the basic
condition for entitlement - incapacity for work - is not satisfied. An
exception is, however, possible in relation to what is sometimes called
"therapeutic work". Regulations permit a person to be deemed to be incapable
of work in the case of:-

i.

work undertaken under medical supervision as part of treatment while

the claimant is a patient in or at a hospital or similar institution, or,
ii.

work which is not so undertaken, but which the claimant has good

cause for doing,

and from which, in either case, his earnings do not exceed a specified amount,
currently £28.50 a week. "Good cause" in this connection is normally
interpreted to mean "with his doctor's approval as being likely to benefit his
health." The limit on earnings from such work is not an earnings rule as such
but rather a measure of the amount of work which a person may in some
circumstances do and still be regarded as incapable of work. If, however the
nature and extent of the work is inconsistent with incapacity for work,
incapacity benefit will not be payable, whatever the level of earnings.

1369X/JS

Claims for benefit and questions arising out of them, inlcuding the question

of therapeutic work, are decided by independent adjudicating authorities
appointed under the Social Security Act. These are the adjudication officer
in the first instance followed on appeal by the Social Security Appeal
Tribunal. You will appreciate, therefore, that I cannot give guidance on
individual cases nor generalise about individual situations. Whether a person
continues to be entitled to incapacity benefit will depend on the nature and
extent of work or training performed in the particular case; each case will be
considered on its merits by the adjudication officer in the light of all the
facts.

I can confirm that neither payment of Disablement Benefit under the Industrial
Injuries Scheme nor Attendance Allowance are affected by earnings;

I have

forwarded a copy of your letter to the Branch responsible for Income Support
for them to provide the information you request about that benefit.
Enquiries about taxation and PAYE should be addressed to Inland Revenue.

I am enclosing leaflet FB26 which explains how Social Security benefits may be
A new edition of the leaflet is

affected by voluntary and part-time work.
expected to be available during May.

I hope you will find this helpful.

Yours sincerely

jG-i Bisacre

£
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training (HAT) coarse. This month,

For RAT, anti-racism is a mailer of being

immigration officers are being
compulsorarily sent on RAT courses, we
must surely question their political appeal

trained via a human rclaLions-iypc therapy:

CARF analyses what lies behind RAT
conceptually and why It has so little In
common with the anti-racist struggle...

a coming to consciousness of and 'owning'

and political use.

In the last Issue, CARF wrote about
what it was like on a racism awareness

Anti-racism

one's personal racism. This, RAT believes,
can lead to a change in behaviour —
examples would include allowing black
people their cultures or finding some way at
the workplace of positively discriminating

Defining racism
On the face or it, RAT looks progressive; in favour of black people.
its credo states that Britain is a racist society_. •^-.Anti-racism is not, for RAT, a matter,of.
and that racism, islavwbite'.problem.'For

Deflecting black struggle
Whether or not, as some critics say, RaT

only comes up with cosmetic answers (the

police on a course were told that it did not
mailer what feelings they had about black

people, so long as they learned not to show

changing the structure of society, of

them); whether or not it only allows for a
few middle-class black people to rise in the

no more than an 'anti-racist racist' — since
all whites are racists:.racists arc bom not

controlled and practised by black people.

... * Wb»1a
• 1 iii n 11-rr * fluir-- Ulhn
many,
people.' especially**-those-'
who , •fighting state power or, for that matter, of system, the key political point is that it
,remember
—,.._.,, W-r the
* k— last
Inef 30
1(\ l'r«
r*. in
in the
f II f* IUK
IK WllCTi'
H ..U» In-, , !-,•-*••< >- i - ,- -1 rnrJini
A n't m — m t h *•
years
when fighting;
organised- racism. And
even the successfully deflects black struggles against
black people were1 deemed to.'be .'the white individual can, in the last analysis, be the state. More so, because, unlike in the

problem', ihereis littleto quarrelwith here.
But what exactly does racism mean to
RAT2 Racism is a disease— a disease that

all white people suffer, from; though note,
black people are thevictims of it. Racism is

made!. But .such a re-formed individual
could convert otlier individuals to change
their minus and this will have a ripple effect

apparently both "within us' and 'out there'. throughout
The pan that is in us is anitudinal and'-V-;

society.

affects our behaviour. RAT isolaiefricJsnP' ; Motivation
from any other aspect of our lives: and
relationships. It docs not, for example; Anti-racist struggle, the need for organising

have a relationship to class, it does not have _and unitywg around an issue are not pan of
a conception within it of thestale. Nor does the way that RAT perceives change. And

. l.:_ :_ ~_.~. ^,,^-.,irin^
.•\>i —<\ t\\r> mAffUM A!
RAT er.pl.-Jn radsra's genesis. It gives us no This is not surprising, given the motives of
those
who
seek
RAT.
For,
invariably, what
history' of racism via slavery, colonialism,
etc. nor docs it explain the white Western participants are looking for are individual.
world's continued dominance of the Third (not collective) solutions to professional
World. Racism is simply a residual set of problem* TrT^-recTTa! gum, inev do not
ideas thai impregnates every person born participate qui 01 a political commitment to

white in 0 white society.

"change socn-'v or <*vrn 'o fight <rwn|
iniustice.

Much though facilitators assert that they

Institutional racism

are not working on white guilt, the evidence

But in its defence, proponents of RAT

is that it is precisely this that has chiefly
motivated their clients. The likelihood,

would say that it is concerned with racism

not just as it affects the individual, but asit

affects institutions. Once again, that looks

like a good sign. But how does RAT define
institutional racism? It is a matter of

personal prejudice plus power. And here,

what it means by power is the power that
derives from a job or position which while

people, by virtue of being white, have easier

USA, RAT in the UK has been introduced,
RAT takes the 'nationalist' eicment from

the ..black experience and uses it both to
counter its critics (the RAT hierarchy claims
it derives, its brief from the black
community) and to foreclose on whites

trying to fight the institutionalised racism
of their, society — by, for instance,

requiring whites (on RAT training courses)
to 'check out' any- and every-thing they

think, feel, do — with black people.

Surprising!? (or paheps not surprisingly),
RAT has nothing to do srith contemporary

black struggles (In fact, its booklists and
chosen texts recall the 'blaefcitude' aspects
of the 1960s black struggles). But that is

precisely why it provides an alternative
•black' voice and solution to Wtucn tne state
can comfortably turn.

Addressing middle-class racism
RAT redefines racism for the siaie — takes

the debate away from the probiens of the

then, is that having been 'cleansed' by RAT inner-city ghettos which bred the so-called
of guilt — having had, as a black activist riots of 1980 and 1981 — and to the safer
put it, the necessary "potty-iraining to terrain of ideas. Its proponents repeatedly
learn how to excrete racist shit discreetly" assert that they are not speaking to the NF— the individual now feels purged — or, to type racism, they do not expect their
change the metaphor, absolved of sin — participants to be petrol-bombing black
and has no need or impetus to change his or homes. They want to speak to the
Social control

professional middleclass. the white liberals
who, in their word, 'collude' with racism.
So, not only docs RAT hear no relation to

If RAT is as hollow and weak as we make

black struggle, il bears no relation either 10

inherited or transmitted genetically.) .-

bought and sold. It appears to provide an

And here lies the crux of the difference

• But *where -institutional, racism is

instant cure or wn.u

access to than black people. (But noie that.
as with theinterpretation of racism. RAT is
also very contused about the usage ol the
term power — arguing at other times thai

""all white people have power over all black

people by mere virtue of the fact that they

arc white, as though it is something

her behaviour.

out, you might well ask why it has such an (he virulent.racism of deprived workingappeal. One answer lies in the facility ii .class area» where white racists and'.he black
provides of a slick package that can be poor live check by jowl.
,

J-.,.,-

. fascism and those who purvey Raasm

concerned. RATTHnTcaBFinterestedIn* gS&JZLSL SLthe gg '•Aw'
Awareness
alenesT Training:
Training: anti-racists
anti-racists and
and anti
ami-

BS3
3Si5BKSS«
XS
SS
of 1981 and
ihe Scarman
Report S
which
. housing
allocation or employment . Sfi?
procedures. What RAT cannot deal with

are massive areas of racism which are not

part of officialdom. For example, it has

followed in their wake, state institutions
have been intensely worried about racism.
For them, this is not an individual

fascists do noi in the final analysis regard
racist ideas as separable from the material

conditions that created and
llicm.

reproduce

• A fuller version of this article will be
nothing to say about racism in the mass personalised problem, but one of social appearing in aforthcoming issue o/Kuce A
media, in the law and the judiciary or about control. When prison warders, policemen. cin-vs.
; ,•; ..'.,'.".•. .-.;. -.'.:. .
Vprobation workers, head-teachers and
racial
\\-/.-..':; •'
•*£
racial violence. ;• •;.-.<}..
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